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THOUGHTS

- A sustainability study for the NIPN included in the subsidy contract;
- Taking into account of the sustainability dimension in the background of all actions;
- Formal and informal discussions with the stakeholders at the various meetings;
• Funding of the NIPN over five years;
• Rooting of the NIPN within the INS (National Institute for Statistics) and HC3N;
• Gradual engagement of the sectors;
• Consensus regarding ever-increasing interest;
• Increased and urgent expectations of the analysis results
- Panel on nutrition concepts during training;
- Adoption of NIPN governance bodies
- Close monitoring by the DUE of the sustainability issue
- Production
- Web portal
- Take inspiration from the past experiences of the INS (e.g. ONAPAD);
  - Propose institutionalization scenarios;
  - Analyze the implications of institutionalisation;
- Ensure continuing dialogue on the policies within HC3N
  - Continuity of framework analysis plans;
  - Use of the evidence generated;
  - Leadership to ensure the commitment of the sectors in the long term (integration of NIPN activities into annual and multi-annual plans)
After the future institutionalization of NIPN, the following actions should be consolidated:

- Analysis production;
- User satisfaction;
- Strong leadership at operational and strategic level
- Securing of a strong political commitment;
Thank you for listening